INDICATORS FOR COMMON CROSSING STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING WITH TRACK-SIDE INERTIAL MEASUREMENTS
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Abstract. This paper focuses on the experimental study of an alteration in the railway crossing dynamic response due to the rolling surface degradation during a crossing’s lifecycle. The maximal acceleration measured with the track-side measurement system as well as the impact position monitoring show no significant statistical relation to the rolling surface degradation. The additional spectral features are extracted from the acceleration measurements with a wavelet transform to improve the information usage. The reliable prediction of the railway crossing remaining useful life (RUL) demands the trustworthy indicators of structural health that systematically change during the lifecycle. The popular simple machine learning methods like principal component analysis and partial least square regression are used to retrieve two indicators from the experimental information. The feature ranking and selection are used to remove the redundant information and increase the relation of indicators to the lifetime.
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1. Introduction

A turnout is an important part of railway superstructure that provides trains passing from one railway track to another without the run interruption. Turnouts are very expensive compared to ordinary track health monitoring systems can be divided into extent of necessary maintenance. Modern railway turnout maintenance takes over a half of the track-side wireless system for a sleeper vibrations measurement is proposed by [13] to monitor the track structural health. A systematical overview and anal-
Figure 1. The track based inertial measurement systems (left above – ESAH-M/S [6], right above – WSHL [7], down – ESAH-M measurements).

ysis of the SHM system and possible ways of data interpretation are considered in [13]. A machine learning approach for track geometry big data analysis is presented in [15]. The application of reinforcement learning for the calibration of disturbance parameters in the railway operational simulation is proposed in [16].

An on-board inertial SHM is presented in [17]–[19], axle box ESAH-F measurement system, which is installed at regular trains, allows inspecting many turnouts with low expenses. The application of the system is limited to an existing fault or wear detection without any prediction of common surface damages. The influence of ballast settlements under the common crossing on vehicle based measurements is simulated in [20, 21].

The systems ESAH-M and ESAH-S are track-side inertial measurement SHM systems that are used for the assessment of common crossings loading state on German railways (DB AG). The system ESAH-M (Electronic Analysis System of Crossing - Portable) provides acceleration measurements complemented by positioning sensors on the track [6]. It is a mobile system that is installed on a common crossing after welding and grinding works to improve the rolling surface geometry. Additionally, the system can be used to control the loading state during the lifecycle. The system ESAH-S is a stationary modification that provides continuous acceleration measurements. The diagnostic system WSHL is similar to ESAH-S [7], and is also tested with the DB AG within the project “Intelligent Switch” (Figure 1).

The ESAH-M operation principle as well as a simple mechanical description of vertical wheel transition while passing the common crossing is shown at Figure 2. During the passing of wheels over the wing rail, the contact point wanders along the conicity of the wheels outwards from point 1 to 2 (top view of Figure 2). Meanwhile, the contact point between wheel and rail drifts along the surface of the bent wing upwards, so that the wheelset moves downwards in the front view from point 1 to 2. Once the position of the wheel flange is in contact with the crossing, the contact point between the wheel and the rail jumps from point 2 on the wing rail to point 3 on the crossing. Afterwards, the wheel rolls again on the primary level of the frog rails from point 3 to 4.

The ESAH-M system consists of two proximity sensors at the wing rail and one 3D acceleration sensor at the spike of a common crossing. The proximity sensors detect the wheel flange movement and time. The longitudinal wheel velocity is determined with 2 proximity sensors. The wheel impact position is found with an analysis of information from the 3D acceleration sensor. The measurement result of the system is the impact density distribution IDD (Figure 2, left above).

However, all the advantages of the SHM application bring new challenges of the measured information utilization. The main problem of track-side inertial measurements is a very big random measurement variance that is much higher than the systematic variance during a crossing’s lifecycle. A lot of studies of inertial measurements have shown a significant uncertainty of the measured data and the necessity of a proper result interpretation. The performance study of ESAH-M in [22] has shown that the calculated coefficient of variation of the measured accelerations can reach up
to 63%. The studies in [23] have shown one additional systematic error source due to an influence of the impact position relative to the sensor position that can reach up to 72% for a one sensor measurement system. One way to cope with the problem is an application of modern statistics and machine learning methods. The methods are widely used in civil engineering and transportation research. The basics of statistical data processing for railway common crossings as well as optimization techniques were developed in studies [24]. The machine learning based predictive detection approach with an application to the transportation problem, is proposed in the study [25]. An early detection of the common crossing faults with on-board measurements and machine learning approach is presented in [26]. A multiple sensor approach is used in [27] for the beam damages identification based on inertial measurements. The application of principal component analysis for the assessment of bridge’s structural health is described in [28]. The feature extraction approach with a statistical classification and machine learning methods for the transportation infrastructure was proposed in [29]. The mechanical simulation is used for an unsupervised feature detection and data fusion in [30], for rail-infrastructure monitoring that is based on operational trains.

Most of the recent studies in statistics and machine learning are focused on non-linear methods [31–33]. However, linear classification and regression methods often have many advantages over the non-linear methods concerning interpretability. For relatively small datasets, they can also be more accurate since they are less subjected to overestimation. A multivariate regression analysis with variable selection and regularization techniques contains many popular methods like stepwise regression, ridge and lasso regression, principal components analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) regression [31–33].

The aim of this paper is to develop simple structural health indicators that are based on track side inertial measurements and are able to describe the state change during the lifecycle of a common crossing. A wavelet analysis is used to extract important information features from inertial measurements. PCA and PLS techniques are used to recover the relation to the lifetime.

2. Feature extraction and preliminary data analysis

The acceleration measurements with the track-side ESAH-M system are used as a source of statistical information. The spatial accelerations, train speeds and impact point longitudinal position at turnout of steel HB350 with 1/12 crossing angle were measured during 11 time moments of the lifecycle. The inertial dynamic responses from wheels of 4-6 trains, each up to 50 axles, were measured each time. The first visible surface damages that appeared at 28 Mt are shown at Figure 3. The total frog lifecycle was limited to 29 Mt. The overall statistics contains 2263 observations or predictors.

The measured acceleration time series during a common crossing and wheel interaction have a complex form. After the biggest first impact, lower loading peaks that are called second impact (Figure 4, above) follow. The first impact that is usually taken into account is subjected to rather big variation and cannot be considered as the single reliable feature describing the interaction. The “morlet” wavelet transform was used to extract additional spectral features from the random enough time series of acceleration measurements (Figure 4, down).

Four spectral features are found for each axle in 4 frequency ranges 0-23 Hz, 23-160 Hz, 160-1280 Hz and 1280-5000 Hz (Figure 4, down). The frequency range selection corresponds to the own vibration frequencies of wheel and crossing elements. The wavelet coefficients are averaged in frequency-time window for each axle. With the exception of the features, the derivative ones are used like the relation of high to low spectral features. The abbreviations of all col-
lected feature set as well as their description are the following:

- **maxX** - maximal lateral acceleration;
- **maxY** - maximal vertical acceleration;
- **maxZ** - maximal longitudinal acceleration;
- **IP** - impact point position on a frog nose;
- **mx20, my20, mz20** - lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 1280-5000 Hz;
- **mx50, my50, mz50** - lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 160-1280 Hz;
- **mx78, my78, mz78** - lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 23-160 Hz;
- **mx95, my95, mz95** - lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 0-23 Hz;
- **Vi** - train velocity, km/h;
- **FRx** - \((mx20+mx50)/(mx78+mx95)\);
- **FRy** - \((my20+my50)/(my78+my95)\);
- **FRz** - \((mz20+mz50)/(mz78+mz95)\).

The preliminary data analysis is carried out before the main statistical analysis. The variation of measured maximal first impact accelerations and their mean values over the lifecycle is shown at Figure 5. The vertical accelerations are 4-5 times bigger than lateral and longitudinal ones. The variation of measured points is as big as their mean value and much bigger than their lateral and longitudinal measurements. The systematic relation of the acceleration mean values to the lifetime cannot be observed. However, the variation range of measured data or their maximal values can be clearly observed for vertical and lateral accelerations. The relative big accelerations at the initial operation time would be explained with the stabilization process after the crossing renewal. The rolling contact fatigue (RCF) damage (Figure 3) was initially registered at 28 Mt, but it could be supposed from the acceleration change that the fault could already appear at 25 Mt.

The analysis of spectral features variation (Figure 4) shows a similar process. The spectral features groups m20 and m50 have the biggest wavelet coefficients values. The feature m95 has the lowest values and, at the same time, is subjected to the highest variation, so it could be considered as a low informative. The weight of lateral and longitudinal accelerations is the highest in high frequency range. The vertical accelerations mostly differ from two others in the frequency range 160-1280 Hz. The difference between the mean values of longitudinal and lateral accelerations can clearly be observed for the feature m50. None of the spectral features can indicate the unambiguous relation to the lifetime.

With the exception of inertial measurements, the train velocity is measured with the system ESAH-M. The velocity, together with a known initial wheel
Figure 5. The variation of the maximal impact accelerations and their mean values over the common crossing lifecycle.

Figure 6. The variation of the spectral features $m_{20}$ (above, left), $m_{50}$ (above, right), $m_{78}$ (down, left), $m_{95}$ (down, right) and their mean values over the crossing lifecycle.
position and maximal acceleration time moment, allows to calculate the impact position point feature IP. Figure 2 shows the distribution of impact positions together with their vertical accelerations in a form of scatter plot of observations. Point colours correspond to common crossing lifetime in passed megatons of trains. The diagram shows no clear prevailing relation of the lifetime to the impact position and vertical acceleration. Nevertheless, some small clusters of red points (early lifetime) with big accelerations, more than 270 g, at the beginning of the impact zone, up to 250 mm, can be visually estimated.

The distribution histograms of the vertical acceleration and impacts position density are depicted in one axes with the scatter plot at Figure 2. The maximal impact density 400-580 impacts/25mm corresponds to the frog nose zone 220-320 mm. It is noteworthy that the RCF damages (Figure 3) have appeared out of the zone in range 350-430 mm where the impact density is more than 5 times lower. The vertical acceleration distribution is more flat with the most number of impacts in range 100-250 g. None of the diagrams indicate some special impact loading distribution in the zone where the RCF fault occurred.

Obviously, neither impact position feature, nor acceleration values, nor their spectral features could be considered as reliable indicators for a common crossing structural health estimation. In the following sections, two statistical learning approaches are considered that allow to reveal the hidden relations in the statistics and to use them to develop the SHM indicators.

3. Methods

3.1. Principal component analysis and feature selection

The principal component analysis (PCA) is used to find out the internal relations in the feature’s data set. The idea behind the PCA consists in constructing the linear combinations, or directions, that represent the predictors the best. The combinations are linearly uncorrelated variables, which are called principal components (PC). The i-th principal component can be described as:

\[ z_i = W_{1i}x_1 + W_{2i}x_2 + \ldots + W_{pi}x_p \]

where \( z_i \) is the i-score or i-principal component; \( W_{1i}, \ldots, W_{pi} \) - is the loading vector consisting of weights of the first principal component; \( x_1 \) - predictors or observations in normalized form.

Figure 8 shows the scatter plot of observation points of the first two principal components space together with the magnitude and direction of each feature’s contribution. The points’ colours correspond to the same legend as in Figure 7. In contradistinction to Figure 7 where the predictors were plotted in an acceleration-impact position space, the obvious 2 groups can be observed in the PC1-PC2 space. The red point group corresponds to the beginning of the lifecycle and the blue one to the end. The middle lifetime points or the green group cannot be clearly distinguished from the end lifecycle group.

The two groups with a different lifetime have different PC1 and PC2 values. Both principal components have a relation to the lifetime. The diagram in Figure 8 shows the weight and direction of each feature. The direction can be compared with the direction lifetime change: the features Vi, my50, my20 and maxY are the best correspondent to the state change. The bottom group of features mz95, my95, mx78 and mx78 are the least related to the state change, even though they have a big weight. That means that the features are low informative for the prediction of the lifetime change. To rank the influence of each feature, their weights are plotted for the first and the second component in Figure 9. The feature selection is based on the feature weights. 13 significant features are used for the development of a structural health indicator. The features mx78, mz78, mx95, my95, mz95, FRy and FRz are not taken into account.

Figure 9 shows that both principal components influence the lifetime or the response value. The response value, tonnage in this case, is not used in the PCA to determine the principal component directions, i.e. the directions are determined in an unsupervised way. Therefore, the PCA has a significant limitation: the directions that explain the predictors the best could not be the best directions for predicting the response. Therefore, each principal component has some influence weight depending on the direction of variation between the two groups with different lifetimes. The optimal direction or the optimal influence part of each principal component should correspond to the maximal coefficient of determination:

\[ \max_{k \in [0,1]} R^2((1 - k) \cdot PC1 + k \cdot PC2) \rightarrow k \]

Figure 10 shows the relation of two principal components to the common crossing lifetime as well as their combination with the maximal coefficient of determination. The combination is considered as an indicator of a common crossing lifetime.

The regression analysis with the proposed indicator is carried out to estimate its quality to describe a common crossing structural health change during its lifecycle. Figure 11 shows the measured points calculated in form of the indicator parameter, their mean values and the linear regression line with 95% prediction bounds. Different to the measured values (Figure 5, 6), the proposed indicator has an obvious though not high relation to the lifetime. The reason is a high variation of indicators for each measurement time, which causes wide function confidence bounds. At the same time, the indicator points show a high growth of the maximal indicator values with a longer lifetime. However, the points are relatively seldom and have a low influence on the regression line.
Figure 7. The impact longitudinal position and vertical acceleration distributions.

Figure 8. The first two principal components and feature vectors.
Figure 9. The features and weights of PC1 and PC2.

Figure 10. The mean PC1 and PC2 values vs. the common crossing lifetime.

Figure 11. The regression of PC1-2 values vs. the frog lifetime.
3.2. Partial least square regression

The main drawback of the PCA is that it does not take into account the response variable, and therefore there is no guarantee that the principal components found will describe the variation of the response variable. The partial least squares regression (PLSR) \cite{35, 36} is a supervised alternative to the PCA. The method combines the advantages of multiple linear regression and feature transformation methods. The PLS regression is, similar to the PCA, a dimension reduction method. The basic idea of the technique consists in searching the combinations of the predictors that have a large covariance with the response values. This is done in two steps: the identification of the squares of a new set of features that are linear combinations of the original features, and then fitting a linear model via least squares using these new features.

Different to the PCA, the PLS regression determines new features in a supervised way. The new features in the PLSR not only approximate the initial features well as in the PCA, but are also related to the response. The result of the PLS regression is a simple linear model:

\[ Y = T \cdot Q + E \]

where \( Y \) - response vector; \( E \) - an error term; \( Q \) - a matrix of regression coefficients; \( T = X \cdot W \) - factor score matrix; \( W \) - weight matrix; \( X \) - vector of predictor variables.

Different to the PCA approach vector, where the first two components were taken into account, for the PLS regression, up to 20 components could be used. But with the high number of components, the risk of overestimation grows. To find out the optimal number of components, the 10-fold cross validation is carried out. Within the validation, the observations are randomly divided into 10 groups, the first of them is used as a validation set while the others are used for the PLSR model fitting. Figure 12 shows the relation of the estimated mean square error for the cross validation set and the set with a resubstitution, i.e. the same data are used for the validation and fitting. In the case of resubstitution, the mean square error (MSE) decreases with the number of components. Whereas for cross-validation, if the number of components is more than 13, the MSE estimation does not significantly decrease, or even increase.

Figure 13 shows the results of the PLS regression with the optimal number of components. The observation points, similarly to Fig. 11, are recalculated to a new indicator. The linear regression fit shows an evident relation to the lifetime. The variation of the indicator points is much lower than the one for the principal component regression. This causes a much lower uncertainty of the function prediction bounds. The coefficient of the determination for the PLS indicator is more than 10 times higher than for the PCA.

4. Discussion

The proposed two indicators for a common crossing structural health monitoring with track-side inertial measurements have a significantly better relation to the crossing’s lifetime comparing to that of the measured values. The much better results of the PLS indicator than the PCA one could be explained with more components used. The PLS also uses all initial features, whereas the PCA uses only 13 most significant features. Therefore, the PLS indicator provides a better prediction due to the model complexity. The application of complex non-linear regression models would probably give better results, but at the same time, it would bring the problem of interpretation. Additionally, the PCA analysis has shown that some features are redundant, like all the spectral features up to 23 Hz and some of them up to 16 Hz. This is explained with a low sensor sensitivity and measurement error in the frequency range.

The drawback of the indicators is that they describe a state change without any indication of reasons. This means that the appearance of the RCF fault shown on the Figure 3 is not directly related to the indicator and the other unconsidered changes of sleepers or fastenings are more related to the indicator. The problem cannot yet be solved with statistical approach only. The mechanical degradation models could be a promising complement of the statistical ones.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented the statistical interpretation of the measured data on a crossing with the track-side SHM system. The following main results are formulated:

1. Contemporary techniques of the track side SHM systems and modern statistical processing methods are presented.
2. The extraction of time domain and spectral feature set from the measured spatial acceleration is described.
3. A preliminary analysis has shown a low relation of the extracted features to the crossing lifetime.
4. The principal component analysis and partial least square regression methods are introduced.
5. The statistical methods have indicated a significant relation of the measured dataset to the lifetime.
6. Redundant features that are not necessary for the crossing’s structural health estimation were found.
7. Indicators that can easily be used for the interpretation of the structural health and are based on linear models are proposed.
Figure 12. Results of two cross-validations with different feature sets.

Figure 13. The fit of PLSR values vs. the frog lifetime.

ESAH-M/S  Electronic Analysis System of Crossing-Portable/ Stationary
WHSL  Turnout sleeper monitoring system
IDD  impact density distribution
PCA  principal components analysis
PLS  partial least squares
PLSR  partial least squares regression
RCF  rolling contact fatigue
MSE  mean square error
maxX  maximal lateral acceleration
maxY  maximal vertical acceleration
maxZ  maximal longitudinal acceleration
IP  impact point position on a frog nose
mx20, my20, mz20  lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 1280-5000 Hz
mx50, my50, mz50  lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 160-1280 Hz
mx78, my78, mz78  lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 23-160 Hz
mx95, my95, mz95  lateral, vertical and longitudinal acceleration spectral features for the frequency range 0-23 Hz
Vi  train velocity
FRx  lateral spectral feature ratio
FRx  vertical spectral feature ratio
FRx  longitudinal spectral feature ratio
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